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Summary

The portions of the draft VDL Mode 4 SARPs relating to message definitions and
protocols have been reviewed.  The review identified message elements, such as
barometric altitude, that were missing from the messages defined for ADS-B.  The
review also identified a problem with the protocol defined for users who wish to remain
anonymous.  This working paper describes the problems that were identified with the
Draft VDL Mode 4 SARPs and in each instance provides a recommendation on how the
problem may be addressed.

Recommendations

The VDL Mode 4 SARPs should be modified as recommended in this working paper to
ensure that VDL Mode 4 will be able to satisfy surveillance requirements.
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1.0 Introduction

AMCP Working Group D is developing SARPs for a VDL Mode 4 system that would be
used for surveillance applications.  Draft SARPs have been prepared for VDL Mode 4
[Ref. 1] and these SARPs describe the proposed VDL Mode 4 messages and protocols.
Portions of the draft SARPs have been reviewed and areas where changes are required
have been identified.  The portions reviewed describe the message content of the VDL
Mode 4 transmissions and the protocol to be used for users who wish to remain
anonymous.  This working paper describes the problems that were identified and provides
a specific recommendation on how to address each problem.

2.0  Issues and Recommended Changes Related to the Draft VDL Mode 4 SARPs

The problems that were identified with the Draft VDL Mode 4 SARPs are described in
this section.  In each instance a recommendation on how to resolve the problem is
provided.

2.1 Message Elements for Surveillance

Section 3.5.2 of the Draft VDL Mode 4 SARPs [Ref. 1] describes the information that
would be contained in transmissions referred to as “synchronization bursts”.   These
bursts provide the information that would be used for surveillance applications.  A quick
review of this section has identified areas where changes are required to the definition of
the synchronization bursts.  These problems are described in this section.  A more careful
review of this proposed VDL Mode 4 messages should be performed by appropriate
ICAO panels such as ADSP and SICASP.

2.1.1  Lack of Barometric Altitude Information

Vertical separation standards are based on barometric altitude and any system used for
separation of aircraft must supply barometric pressure altitude information (see for
example [Ref. 2]).  The synchronization bursts currently defined for VDL Mode 4 do not
include barometric altitude information.  These synchronization bursts must be modified
to provide this information for all airborne aircraft at the same update rate as horizontal
position information.

Recommendation:  Modify the definition of the “mobile station synchronization burst”
to include a field for barometric altitude.  This synchronization burst is defined in
Tables 3-44 and 3-46 of Section 3.5.2 of the Draft VDL Mode 4 SARPs.  To ensure
compatibility with current surveillance systems the encoding for barometric altitude
should have the same resolution and range of values as specified in Annex 10 of the
International Standards and Recommended Practices for Aeronautical
Telecommunications [Ref. 3].

2.1.2  Aircraft Call Sign
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The ICAO ADS Panel [Ref. 4] and the RTCA Special Committee on ADS-B (RTCA
SC-186, [Ref. 2]) have both identified a requirement for ADS-B to provide aircraft call
sign (e.g., flight identification or national registration number).  This information is not
currently included in the VDL Mode 4 message sets.

Recommendation:  Add the definition for Aircraft Call Sign provided in Ref. 2 to the
information field options of Section 3.5.3.4 of the Draft VDL Mode 4 SARPs.  Describe
how often this information would be transmitted.

2.1.3  Aircraft Category

The ICAO ADS Panel [Ref. 4] and the RTCA Special Committee on ADS-B [Ref. 2]
have both identified a requirement for ADS-B to provide aircraft category information.
This information is not currently included in the VDL Mode 4 message sets.

Recommendation: Add the definition for Aircraft Category provided in Ref. 2 to the
information field options of Section 3.5.3.4 of the Draft VDL Mode 4 SARPs.  Describe
how often this information would be transmitted.

2.1.4  Figure of Merit

Figure of Merit (FOM) provides information regarding the accuracy of the ADS-B
position information.  Since the quality of the position information can change rapidly
(e.g., when a GNSS receiver transitions from using differentially corrected data to
standard positioning data) the position FOM data must be provided in the same
transmission as the position information itself.  Currently this in not the case in the   VDL
Mode 4 specification.

Recommendation:  Add a position FOM field to the mobile station synchronization burst
in Tables 3-44 and 3-46 of Section 3.5.2 of the Draft VDL Mode 4 SARPs.  A description
of the possible values for the position FOM may be found in Ref. 2.

2.2  Non-Unique Identity Address

In the VDL Mode 4 concept, aircraft that wish to remain anonymous would randomly
choose an identify address.  Since the address selection is random, the identity address
may not be unique.  Section 3.4.2.1 of the Draft VDL Mode 4 SARPs describes how
conflicts related to aircraft using non-unique identity addresses are resolved.  The
procedure states that when an aircraft detects another aircraft using the same address, it
shall stop using the current address and begin using a new randomly selected address.

Unfortunately, two aircraft with the same address may have created problems long before
they are aware of each other’s presence.  For example, two aircraft may be within the
range of a ground station even though they are not within line-of-sight of each other.  In
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terminal areas, the ground station would try to command the aircraft to the local channels
and to specific slot assignments.  However, to do this the ground station must use the
aircraft’s identity.  This would guarantee garbling as both aircraft would begin using the
same slots.  If the ground station does not command the aircraft to the local frequencies
then the aircraft would be invisible to other aircraft in the immediate area who are using
the local frequencies.

Recommendation:  Delete the provision for non-unique identity address (Section 3.4.2.1
and possibly other sections of the SARPs) unless the issues related to its use are resolved.

3.0  Summary and Recommendations

The message sets defined in the Draft VDL Mode 4 SARPs do not provide all of the
information that would be required for surveillance applications.  For example, the
messages currently defined do not provide barometric altitude information.  This working
paper identifies certain message elements that are missing from the VDL Mode 4
specification.  In addition, a problem with the protocol used to resolve conflicts due to the
use of non-unique addresses is also described.  In each instance a recommendation on
how to resolve the problem is provided and these recommendations should be
incorporated into the draft SARPs for VDL Mode 4.
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